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Standard models of motion extraction, based on auto-
correlation(e.g., Reichardt, 1961;van Santen & Sperling,
1984),Fourier analysis (e.g., Heeger, 1987),or detection
of gradients (e.g., Sobey & Srinivasan, 1991), are
sufficient to account for the perception of motion in
many, but not all, stimuli that are perceived as moving.
The existence of exceptional stimuli, so-called non-
Fourier motion stimuli, implies that an elaboration of
standard motion models is required. Many psychophysi-
cal experiments have been interpreted as implying that
independentpathways must exist in the visual’systemfor
the perceptionof Fourier and non-Fouriermotionstimuli.
Nevertheless, a number of investigators have proposed
that these two mathematically distinct types of stimuli
can be perceived by a singlepathway containingan early
nonlinearity. In this paper, we discuss the nature of
standard motion models and of Fourier and non-Fourier
motion stimuli, and present new data obtained in our
laboratory with a novel class of stimuli—’’higher-order
non-Fouriermotion stimuli”.Although some models of a
separate non-Fourier pathway would appear to require
yet a third pathway to account for the perception of
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motion elicited by these stimuli, we show that our data
are in accordwith the parsimonioushypothesisof a single
pathway. Previously reported data that might appear to
require independent processing of Fourier and non-
Fourier motion are re-examined, and it is shown that a
single pathway can account for these data as well.
The velocity of an object is a measurable physical
property,but the problem of determiningvelocity from a
visual stimulus is not well-posed.When confrontedwith
a visual stimulus that can be generated by two or more
different configurations of moving objects, the visual
system has no foolproof way to determine which
configuration is the true (physical) one. The familiar
barber-pole image, for example, might be generated by
an oblique grating moving vertically or horizontally, or
even diagonally(Fig. 1). The tendency of an observer to
perceive the stripes as movingup the pole, i.e., along the
long axis of the aperturethroughwhich they are seen, is a
result of the way the visual system solves the “aperture
problem”. More generally, ambiguous stimuli serve as
strong tests of models for visual motion analysisbecause
of the multiplicity of a possible perceptions.
The problem of determiningvelocity, though not well
posed, is readily formalized for our requirements.
Formally, a dynamic visual stimulus may be described
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FIGURE 1. The barber-pole illusion. An oblique grating moving
behind an elongated aperture appears to be moving in the direction of
the long axis of the aperture.
by a function1(xI,X2,t), the luminanceat retinal location
(xl, X2)at time t. (The present treatmentignorescolor and
depth.) We will find it useful to rewrite Zas
1(X1,X2,t) = + Cf’(xl, ~ (1)
where Z. is the background luminance, P describes the
spatiotemporalstimuluspattern, and c is the contrast.
unlike 1, can take both positive and negative values and
is, by convention, normalized to have a maximum
deviation of 1 (so that the maximum contrast is c). The
visual system is required to perform a computationon P
that yields a planar velocity v = (VI,V2)if the stimulus is
indeed the image of a rigid objectmovingat velocityv. A
number of different algorithms have been proposed that
mightperformthis task. Our goal is to determinethe form
of the algorithm used by the visual system, and
ultimately, to arrive at a neuroanatomic and neurophy-
siologic understandingof the visual structuresthat carry
out this algorithm.
How can motion be detected from the stimulus
function As a simple case, consider a full-fieldvisual
stimulusthatmovesrigidlyat a constantvelocityv = (vl,V2).
This means that for any xl, X2,t,and time interval At,
P = + v ~ + A
We now ask what computationscan be performed on P
that will yield v. We also want our computationto yield v
if condition (2) is “nearly” true, in some sense. One
family of possible solutions starts by computing the
autocorrelationof which is defined as
= , t +X2, ~’+ t))(s)
where ( ) indicatesan averageover space (xl’andx2’)and
time (t’).
If condition(2) is met for velocityv, thenA takes on its
maximalvalue, ) , at all points of the form
(vlt, v#, t). The task of detecting motion and finding v
thus becomes the task of detecting a line of constant
values of The motion extraction models of
Reichardt (1961) and van Santen & Sperling (1984) are
autocorrelationalmodels of this type.
Another approachtoward detectingmotionbeginswith
a Fourier transformation. The information contained in
the stimulus function P may be represented in another
way by its Fourier transform,P, which is defined as
IJI
~(kl, k2, w) = e– p , X C dt.
represents the contribution to the
visual stimulusmade by its Fourier componentat spatial
frequency k = and temporal frequency co. The
Fourier components of the visual stimulus are drifting
sinusoidal gratings; the Fourier component correspond-
ing to k and cois orientedperpendicularto k and appears
to move in the directionof with velocity The
qualification “appears to” is necessary, because any
additionalmovement of the grating parallel to its bars is
equally consistentwith this visual stimulusand therefore
cannot be detected. That is, any drifting sinusoidal
grating is compatible with a wide range of motion
velocities.The gratings that are compatiblewith velocity
v are precisely those that satisfy k l v + = These are
the gratingsfor which lies on the plane through
the origin perpendicular to the line of points (vlt, v2t,t).
The task of computing v from P therefore the task of
identifying a plane which contains all points
forwhich P(kl, is nonzero.The motionperception
model of Heeger (1987) is a Fourier model of this type.
Autocorrelational motion models are equivalent to
Fourier motion models that ignore phas:. This is so
because of the relation between ~ and the Fourier
transform of
= (5)
That is, ~ (and hence can be obtainedJlom P by a
calculationthat ignoresphase.The quantityP
is a real number corresponding to the energy of the
Fourier componentof the stimulusat the spatiotemporal
frequency Motion models based on a
computation of the autocorrelation or, equivalently,
the distribution of Fourier energies are
called “standard” or “first-order”motion models, in the
terminologyof Chubb & Sperling (1988).
N
We have seen that standardmotion analysisprovidesa
framework to understand the computation of velocity
from visual stimuli. Standard motion analysis cannot,
however, account for the perception of motion in
stimuli that are seen as moving. The exceptional stimuli
havebeen called “second-order”or “non-Fourier”motion
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stimuli (Chubb & Sperling, 1988). We will use the term
“non-Fourier” for visual stimuli which elicit the percep-
tion of motion,but for which the motion is inaccessibleto
standardmotion analysis.We will use the terms “second-
order”, “third-order”, and “fourth-order” for particular
classes of non-Fourier stimuli, in a sense that will be
defined. [Our use of the term “second-order”coincides
with that of Chubb & Sperling (1988,1989),but our use
of the term “third-order” (Taub & Victor, 1993) differs
from that of Lu & Sperling (1995a,b), who used the term
to characterize motion stimuli based on their perceptual
features, rather than on their statisticalproperties.]
Our second-order non-Fourier motion stimulus is a
modified drifting sinusoidal grating constructed from
unit-sized checks. The value of the stimulus functionP2
at each check is determinedby multiplyingthe gratingby
either +1 or –1, with the value chosen randomly at each
check. Thus, for integer values of xl and X2,
R x X C + +
= (–1) ( 1’
where R(xl, X2)is chosen randomly and independently
from {O,1} at each pair of integers (xl, X2).Equation (6)
will be more readily generalizable in what folIows if we
rewrite it equivalently as
X2,t) = c + + + n
All checks are modulated sinusoidally in time at the
frequency co’.An instantaneoussnapshotof this stimulus,
shown in Fig. 2, resembles a randomly colored checker-
board modulatedby a sine wave, so that a grating of gray
bars appears. With this temporal modulation, the gray
bars appear to drift across the screen.
Standard motion analysis cannot account for the
perception of motion in this stimulus. The key observa-
tion is that the random choice of R(xl, X2)forces the
autocorrelationof P2 to be zero:
end” as a linear filter, the above argument remains valid.
Passing the stimulusP2 througha linear transformationL
have the effect of multiplying each Fourier
component of the stimulus by a complex
number [the vaIue of the transfer function
and will thus not introduce any new nonzero Fourier
componentsinto
While standardmotion analysiscannot account for the
motion of theP2 stimulus,it can account for
motion in small areas of the stimulus. When the P2
stimulus is viewed in a small region [less than one
wavelength (27r/ld)in width], it no longer appears to be a
drifting grating. Rather, it looks like temporally varying
random speckle, and local motion in either direction is
sometimes seen. The average in Eq. (8) is guaranteed to
be zero only if computedglobally.Over restricted ranges
of time and space, an empiric measurement of the auto-
correlationA2(x1,X2,t) may be nonzero.However, unless
xl = Oand X2= O,these estimates will fluctuate evenly
around zero. This estimate of the autocorrelation may
thus provide a nonzero motion signal,but one of random
direction.Thus, a subjectviewing the entire stimulusand
using standard motion analysis would be expected to
perceive randomly directed local motion. It is only the
unidirectional, global motion of the P2 stimulus that
cannotbe perceivedwith standardmotionanalysis.In our
psychophysicalexperimentson P2 and other non-Fourier
motion stimuli, we have avoided the confounding effect
of local motion by measuring thresholds for global
direction discriminationrather than detection of motion
as such.
To account for the perception of steady, unambiguous
global motion in P2 (and other non-Fourier motion
stimuli), an extension of the standard model is required.
The standard motion model can be schematically
summarized by
P-linear filterL+L [P]-
= ( t + +X2, 1’+ ~))
= ((–1)R(xhxi)(-QR(4+X’~2+X2)c + + u + + + x2) + u’(t’+ t))).
=0
unlessxl = Oandx2 = O,becausell(xl’ + X1,X2’+ X2)and
R(xl’, X2’)are independent. For xl = O and X2= O, the
autocorrelationfunctionreducesto that of a grating:A2(0,
o, t)= c
It follows from Eq. (5) that the Fourier motion energy
~Xkl, kz, co)12is nonzero only at pointswhere O.I= f~’,
and its values at these points are independent of
and co.Thus, l contains an equal amountof
energy in opposite directions, and hence no net motion
energy.
Until now, we have ignored any visual processing
which might precede the extraction of motion energy.
However, to the extent thatwe can characterizethe “front
We suggest [as did Chubb & Sperling (1989)] that the
visualstimulusis subjectedto a n transformation
before undergoing standard motion analysis:
p I t T
- - a
(lo)
This suggestion is biologically plausible, because
strongnonlinearitiesearly in the visual systemare known
to exist. For example, a definingproperty of a Y cell is
that it increases its firing rate in response to the
introduction of a pattern into its receptive field and to
its withdrawal. This must be the result of nonlinear
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spatial summation (Enroth-Cugell & Robson, 1966;
Hochstein & Shapley, 1976).As another example, many
cells in the primary visual cortex have little or no
maintained discharge. As a result, they act as rectifiers.
An on-centercell will increase its firingrate (fromzero to
some positive value) when confronted with a bright
center and a dark surround,but cannot decrease its firing
rate by an equal amountwhen confrontedwith the inverse
stimulus.In principle,photoreceptornonlinearitiesmight
also contribute to but such nonlinearities,which are
smooth functions in the neighborhood of a contrast of
zero, are unlikely to account for our findings(see section
entitled “Estimation of the form of the nonlinearityT’).
The nonlinear transformation T critical to the
emergence of unambiguous motion energy in a non-
Fourier stimulus.For the second-orderstimulusP2 of Eqs
(6) and (7), any nonlinear transformationthat eliminates
the cancellationof the factors t 1 in Eq. (8) will lead to a
nonzerovalue of the autocorrelationA2,and thus,provide
a nonzero input to standard motion analysis. Thus, full-
wave rectification, = half-wave rectification
[T(p) = ~1 for p and O for p < and a squaring
transformation would all reveal unambiguous
motion in P2. Because the squaring transformation is
analytic, its effect is readily calculated explicitly.
Initially,we ignore
T = COS2(@I + + x
= ; + ; + + (11)
thus containsa sinusoidalgrating at spatiotemporal
frequency 20’), and will therefore be
accessible to standard motion analysis. Note that such a
grating has the same speed as the original grating from
which the stimulus P2 was derived, but with twice the
spatial and temporal frequency. This accords well with
the perception of moving gray bars: the bars are at the
zeroes of a sinusoidof spatiotemporalfrequency
co’),and there are
Non-Fourier Motion Stimuli
thus two bars perceived;n P2-forevery
A. Second-order B. Third-order
C. Fourth-order D. First-order + ncke
FIGURE2. Individual frames of the motion stimuli used in these experiments.
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period of the underlying sinusoid. The presence of a
nontrivial initial filterL complicatesthe analysisbut has
no major effect on the conclusions: ~L[P2]] will be
dominated by a sinusoid at whose
amplitude is determined by the behavior of L at the
temporal frequency co’and spatial frequencies compar-
able to the pixel frequency.
Although the idea that T(p) is attractive from the
standpoint of analytic simplicity, there are many things
that it cannot account for. If the motion pathwaywere the
only short-rangeanalysispathwaypresent, then stimuliin
which a standardgrating shiftedby one-quarterof a cycle
on each frame would appear ambiguous—this is
decidedly not the case (Nakayama & Silverman, 1985).
On the other hand, if the motion pathway [equation(10)]
were in parallel with a standardmotion analysispathway
without an initial nonlinearity [equation (9)], then the
many strikingsimilaritiesin the processingof short-range
Fourier and non-Fouriermotion (Turano & Pantle, 1989;
Turano, 1991;Victor & Conte, 1992b;Witt et 1994;
Lu & Sperling, 1995a; Ledgeway & Smith, 1995a,b)
would require explanation.For these reasons, we pursue
the idea that a single motion pathway of the scheme
[equation(10)],with an asymmetricnonlinearity might
account for observations concerning both Fourier and
non-Fourier motion. Half-wave rectification, transfor-
mations of the form + and many other
functional forms are potential candidates for this
asymmetric nonlinearity. Experiments 1 and 2 constrain
these possibilities, and attempt to define the form of
Experiments 3 and 4 compare velocity judgments for
Fourier and non-Fourier gratings, to determine whether
the findingsare consistentwith a single-pathwaymodel.
M
S d
Motion stimuli were generated on a custom-designed
visual stimulator (modified from Milkman et 1980)
interfaced to a PDP 11/73 computer. Stimuli were
presented on a Tektronix 608 monitor (256x 256 pixels
covering 8.8 x 8.8 cm), which providesa monochromatic
display of mean luminance 150 cd/m2 at 270.3 Hz. We
compensated for the nonlinear voltage–luminancechar-
acteristic of the CRT with a look-up table derived from
photocell measurements.With this compensation,stimu-
lus luminance was linear (as a function of desired
stimulus value) to within approximately I over the
entire range of values used.
Stimuli were composed of checks which measured 1
pixel (horizontal) by 4 pixels (vertical) on the CRT. At
our viewing distance of 57 cm, checks measured
0.034 x 0.138 deg. (Checks are larger, for demonstrative
purposes,in the still photograph,in Fig. 2.) Gratingswere
vertically oriented (i.e., = Spatialfrequency
for a standard grating, for the second-order non-
Fourier grating of Eq. (6), or n for the n-th order
non-Fourier grating of Eq. (12)] was 1 c/deg.
Five subjects, ranging in age from 20 to 38 years,
participated in these experiments. All were normal
observerswith visual acuity corrected to 20/20. Subjects
were instructed to fixate on a small dot in the middle of
the display, but eye movementswere not measured.
n
It is well known that CRTs are subject to nonlinearities
that cannot readily be correctedvia a look-up table (Pelli
& Zhang, 1991;Naiman & Makous, 1992).We measured
the effect of these spatial and dynamic nonlinearitiesby
comparing the monitor’s light output during display of a
uniform field set to background with its light output
during display of square-wave gratings, for nominal
contrasts of up to 0.5. For 128 cycle/screen gratings
parallel to the raster (which required changes in the
intensity signal as each raster line is scanned), there was
less than a 1% change in the mean luminance. For
gratings perpendicular to the raster at 128 cycIes/screen
(which required changes of the intensity signal as each
pixel is scanned), there was an 8% decrease in the mean
luminance at a contrast of 0.5, and a decrease at a
contrast of 0.25. The extent of this nonlinearity is
expected to be proportionalto spatial frequency (Naiman
& Makous, 1992), so that for the check sizes (4 pixels
along the “fast” axis) and contrasts (r.m.s. at most 0.5,
typically 0.25) used, the dynamic nonlinearity was
always less than and typically less than 170. It is
unlikely (see section entitled “Estimation of the form of
the nonlinearity T“) that these errors or look-up table
inaccuraciescontributedeither to the detection of motion
in the non-Fourierstimuli used or to modelling errors.
P
Contrast thresholds for direction discrimination were
determined by a two-alternative forced-choice staircase
method. Stimuli were presented for 1 see, and subjects
were asked to determinewhether the dominant direction
of motion was leftward or rightward. After two
preliminary reversals with step sizes of 0.3 log units,
the geometric means of eight reversals with step sizes of
0.05 log units (two correct answers in a row to decrease
contrast, one incorrect answer to increase contrast) were
averaged to estimate a thresholdcontrastfor 71’%0correct
performance. To avoid the possibility that subjectswere
cued by initial feature location, final feature location, or
distance travelled, the initial phase of the grating was
fully randomized, and spatial frequency, velocity, and
durationwere jittered by 10%abouttheir nominalvalues.
Velocity judgments were assessed by a method of
constant stimuli. Stimuli were presented sequentiallyfor
1 sec each in pairs, with the first stimulus designated as
the “standard”and the second stimulusdesignated as the
“probe”. Subjects were asked to determine whether the
probe stimulusvelocity was faster or slower than that of
the standard. In each presentation, spatial phase was
randomized, duration was jittered by 2570, and spatial
frequency was jittered by 20%. Velocity was jittered by
20%, but the same jittered values were applied to
standard and probe stimuli within the same trial. All
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possible(standardvelocity,probe velocity)combinations
were presented in randomized order within one block,
and 18–20 blocks of data were collected.
In both series of experiments, subjects were allowed
practice trials with feedback until performance had
stabilized. During data collection, no feedback was
given.
R
E t s
Second-order non-Fouriermotion stimuli were gener-
ated according to Eq. (6) and presented to three subjects
(JV, MC and ET) for pattern velocities rangingfrom 1 to
16 deg/sec (with 10Yojitter). With no added noise,
subjects correctly gave the direction of motion at
relatively low contrast levels (Fig. 3)-though not as
low as those sufficient for detection of a first-order
(Fourier) stimulus (see Fig. 4 below).
We also measured direction discriminationthresholds
in the presence of noise. For these experiments, the
“noise” (definedpreciselybelow) essentiallyconsistedof
sinusoidal contrast modulation of each pixel, with the
phase of the modulation at each pixel chosen at random.
Noise was added to the second-ordernon-Fourierstimuli
by alternatingnoise frames with frames consistingof the
non-Fouriermotion stimulus, and adjustingthe contrasts
of the individual frames to compensate for the 1:1
interleave. As shown in Fig. 3, the addition of noise
elevated the threshold contrast for direction discrimina-
tion. The amount of elevationwas similar acrosssubjects
and approximately proportional to the amount of added
noise.
This experiment shows that second-ordernon-Fourier
motion stimuli are seen as moving in an unambiguous
direction, even though they necessarily contain areas of
randomly appearing, randomly directed local first-order
motion. It follows that standard motion analysis cannot
0.0 ~
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
NoiseContrast
MC
be the only operative mechanism in motion processing,
and that an initial nonlinearity T [Eq. (10)] is required.
E t h
As pointed out above, the perception of motion in the
second-order non-Fourier motion stimulus could be
accounted for by supposing that the nonlinear transfor-
mation T of the form = p + We now test this
hypothesis by defining a new non-Fourier motion
stimulus P such that (for = p + is
inaccessible to standard motion analysis. If P is none-
theless seen as moving, then the hypothesis that is
quadraticmust be rejected.
We definean n n
one that generates a motion signal on standard motion
analysisif it is initiallypassed throughlinear filteringand
some nonlinear transformation of order but does not
generate a motion signal if it is passed through a
nonlinear transformationof any lower order. The stimuli
of Eq. (6) satisfy this definitionfor n = 2, as do the non-
Fourier stimuli introduced by Chubb & Sperling (1988,
1989). We now construct higher-order non-Fourier
stimuli by generalizing Eq. (7), an equivalent form of
Eq. (6), to arbitrary
(
x = COSk;XI+ + +
)—~(xl, ,n
(12)
where R(xl, X2)is chosen independently from {O,1, ...,
at each check (xl, X2).
To showthat the stimuli of Eq. (12) do, in fact, meet
the definitionof nth-ordernon-Fouriermotion stimuli,we
show that for all m < the autocorrelationof any mth-
degree polynomial in X2,t) is zero, except at zero
spatial disparity. However, since will be
shown to have a nonzero Fourier component at
0.0 0,2 0.4 0.6
C
0.5
1
S:ET
0.4
0.1
0.0 ~
0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6
NoiseContrast
Velocity(degkec) + 1 -A-2 -o--4 +8 +16
FIGURE3. Thresholdcontrast for discriminationof directionof motionfor the second-orderstimulusP2 with varying amounts
of added noise.
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+
FIGURE4. Threshold contrast for discriminationof direction of motion for rrth-ordermotion stimuli PI, P2, and with
varying amountsof added noise. Velocity: 4 degkc.
spatiotemporalfrequency (n/cl’,rzk2’,rzm’),it will yield a
signal on standard motion analysis provided that T a
polynomial with a term of order n.
Let QIP.(x1, X2,t)] be an mth-degree polynomial in
P.(xl, X2,t), and consider the jth-degree term in Q:
([Pn(x,, X2,t)]j= cod kjx, +k;xz +U’t+ ;R(x,, X2))
[(+exp + + +
Each term in the binomial expansion of
)
j
X2) .
(13)
the last ex-
pression has a phase offset of the form 2
with h in the range {–j, –j + 2, –j + 4,...,j – 4,j – 2,j}.
The autocorrelation of QIP.(x1, X2,t)],which involves
products of terms in QIP.(x1’,X2’,t’)] and QIP.(xl’ + xl,
X2’+X2, t’+ t)]is a cross-product of such expressions,
and thereforecontainstermswith nontrivialphase factors
of the form
[ 1exp L ~ ( + + , (
where both and are no greater than the degreem of
Q. Provided thatxl and X2are not both zero, the values of
X2’,t’)and + X2’+ X2)are independentand
equally distributed among the choices {O, 1,..., n–l}.
Thus, an ensemble-average of any term involving the
phase factor is necessarily zero, except where xl =
X2= O.Consequentlyan m-th order polynomialQ cannot
serve as a nonlinear transformation which extracts
motion.
On the other hand, if the nonlineartransformation a
polynomialwhich containsa term of degreen, then fll’.]
will yield an unambiguousmotion signalwhen subjected
to standard motion analysis.From Eq. (13), we find
(t k )
1
—
~
- { [(
exp L k + + + ~ )
[(+ exp + + + ) n
= & + +
+ + w
The terms whose phase depends on X2)will vanish
in the computationof the autocorrelation.The DC-term,
which is present only if n is even, cannot contribute to a
directional motion signal. However, the cosine term,
which represents a sinusoid with spatiotemporal fre-
quency will remain. The above reason-
ing is valid even if a linear filter L applied to the
stimulus prior to application of the local nonlinearity
becauseL will neithercreate signalcomponentsat new
temporal frequencies,nor introduce new kinds of spatial
interactions into products of expressions similar to Eq.
(13).
This shows that by Eq. (12), meets our
definitionof an nth-ordernon-Fouriermotion stimulus:it
will yield an unambiguous motion signal on standard
motion analysis if initially acted upon by a nonlinearity
of order but will not if acted on by a nonlinearityof any
lower order. In the limit that n infinite, becomes
independent sinusoidal modulation at each check, with
the phase at each check chosen randomly and indepen-
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dently. Given our empirical finding (see below) that
motion in is not perceptible for n > 5, we used PS as
an approximation to random-phase noise in these
experiments.
Note that in Eq. (15) the coefficientof the cosine term
in I X2,t)]” is l/2n–l. Thus, the amountof energy in
its autocorrelationat the spatiotemporalfrequency (nkl’,
[ which approaches zero rapidly
with increasing It is therefore expected that nth-order
non-Fourier motion will not be visible for sufficiently
large n because, even if the motionmechanismcontainsa
nonlinearityof order the Fourier motion energy of the
transformed stimulus is likely to be subthreshold.
Experiment 1 shows that P2 produces an unambiguous
motion signaleven for relativelysmallcontrasts.We next
ask whether, for higher values of n, produces an
unambiguousmotion signal, and if so, how the threshold
contrast for direction discrimination depends on noise
contrast.
Higher-order non-Fourier motion stimuli were gener-
ated according to Eq. (12) and presented to subjects JV,
MC and ET. In preliminarytwo-alternativeforced-choice
testing at a contrast of 1.0, all subjects saw unambiguous
motion for P3 and P4, while no subjectperformed above
chance for n = 5, 6, 7 or 8. The appreciation of
unambiguousmotion for P3 andP4 was spontaneous,and
did not require feedback or training.As in Experiment 1,
we next determined thresholds for direction discrimina-
tion for the third- and fourth-orderstimuliin the presence
of noise.
Resultsare shownin Fig. 4 for a driftvelocityof 4 deg/
sec. Third-order stimuli, like second-order stimuli, are
seen as movingby all observers,thoughat highercontrast
thresholds. Fourth-order stimuli are seen as moving at
only the highest contrast levels—the contrast threshold
for direction discriminationis on the order of 0.5 for all
observers. Thresholds in the presence of noise could not
be reliably determined for because the maximum
contrast available in an interleaved display was 0.5,
which was comparable to the direction discrimination
thresholds for these stimuli. Nevertheless, it is note-
worthy that the fourth-order stimuli are perceived as
movingat all, given the attenuationof motionenergyby a
factor of 64 (= [1/24-1]2).
It is interesting,but as yet unexplained,that one of the
subjects (ET) consistently perceived unambiguous mo-
tion in P4, but this motion was in the reverse of the
“veridical” direction. One possibilityis that this subject,
who had the least experience as a psychophysical
observer, was unable to suppress tracking movements,
and reported the apparentdirectionof motionof the edges
of the checks.
E n T
We have shown that transformation T of Eq. (10), the
hypothesizedearly nonlinearity in visual motion proces-
sing, cannot be a polynomial of order less than four—if
so, non-Fourier motion stimuli of order 4 would not be
perceptibleas moving.We now derive an estimate of the
form of Tfrom the data obtained in Experiments1 and 2.
Our strategyis as follows.For any stimulus X2,t)
and an assumedform for one can calculate:(1)
X2,t);(2) the Fourier transform of X2,t); and
therefore (3) the Fourier motion energy in X2,t),
which is the motion signal that the nonlinearly trans-
formed stimuluspresentsto the standardmotion analyzer
in the scheme.We assumethat the detectionof motion is
based on a space–timeaverage of the directionalmotion
energy in The energy in the Fourier transform of
which does not contribute to a directional motion
signal is noise from the point of view of the motion
analyzer.
If a singlepathway such as the scheme [equation(10)]
is correct, then (for stimuli of comparable spatial and
temporal structure), contrast thresholds for direction
discrimination should depend only on the directional
motion energy and noise in X2,t),and not on the
order of stimulus(i.e., not on etc.) nor on
whether the noisewas explicitlyadded to the stimulus,or
a consequenceof theR-dependent terms in Eq. (15). It is
important to note that the signal and noise in the
transformed stimulus depend in a complex (and
not always intuitive) manner on the signal and noise in
the original stimulus as well as on the nature of the
transformation Since our estimationof T essentially
based on “silent substitution”of Fourier and non-Fourier
stimuli, it is not likely to be influencedby processes such
as large-area pooling of local motion signals or
probability summation.
To implement this strategy, we assumed that the
nonlinear transformationT was of the form
{
~fj) = w) P
p “ (16)
We kept the number of adjustableparameters in T low so
that a goodfit to all of the data wouldprovidea strongtest
of our model. Nevertheless, the two parameters a and g
cover many a reasonablechoicesfor includinga
linear transformation(a = 1, g = 1), half-wave rectifica-
tion (a = 1, g = O), full-wave rectification (a = 1,
g E _l), squaring(a = 2, g = –l),and other power laws.
In Fig. 5(A), we present the relationship of the
threshold contrast for direction discrimination to noise
for subject MC, under the assumption that T a linear
transformation.The square root of the motionenergy that
reaches the motion analyzer is plotted along the ordinate,
and the square root of the noise energy that reaches the
motion analyzer is plotted along the abscissa. In this
calculation, we have included the residual intensity–
voltage nonlinearity in the display due to look-up table
errors. Thus, the energy available for standard motion
analysis is not exactly zero for P2, P3 and P4. Not
surprisingly,data for different kinds of stimuli do not lie
along the same curve: direction is consistently detected
for the non-Fourierstimuli(P2,P3 andP4) at contrastsfor
which very little motion energy is available for standard
motion analysis. The fact that the thresholds for motion
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FIGURE5. (A) Data for subject MC of Fig. 4, plotted in terms of the noise contrast present in the display. (B) Data from (A),
plotted in terms of the noise contrast followinga nonlinear transformation(see Fig. 6).
detection for these stimuli lie one to two orders of
magnitude below the thresholds for PI indicates that
intensity nonlinearities of the monitor do not contribute
to the detection of these stimuli.
We then adjusted T via the parameters a and g of Eq.
(16) so that, in a least-squares sense, the threshold
contrasts lay on a common line. The transformation T
applied following the empirical residual intensity
nonlinearityof the monitor. Taffects not only the amount
of root-mean-squared motion energy that reaches the
motion analyzer (plotted along the ordinate),but also the
amountof root-mean-squarednoiseenergy (plottedalong
the abscissa), and it affects both Fourier and non-Fourier
stimuli. Following this transformation, which corre-
sponds to Eq. (16) with u = 0.72 and g = 0.08, the
thresholdsfor the four stimulustypes lie along a common
line [Fig.5(B)]. That is, with thispreprocessingstage, the
thresholds for detection of non-Fourier and Fourier
.,~
-1 0 1
input contrast
FIGURE 6. The nonlinear transformation T [Eq. (16)] with u = 0.72
and g = 0.08.
motion, with or without added noise, can be accounted
for on the basis of a common nonlinear transformation
and detection mechanism.
Figure 6 shows the nonlineartransformationT derived
from the data of Fig. 5. Note that T a compressive
function, and that it treats positiveand negativecontrasts
differently(and thus, can preserveIuminanceinformation
for standard motion analysis).
A similar analysis (Fig. 7) was performed on data
1.0
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Estimated Exponent
9 l
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n
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FIGURE 7. Parameters for the nonlinear transformation T [Eq. (16)]
estimated from experimentsconductedat a range of velocities, across
subjects.
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obtained in all three subjects and at various pattern
velocities, including the P2 data of Fig. 3. The power a
was usually in the vicinity of 0.5 (mean, 0.45; range,
0.25-0.65). The gain for negativecontrastsg was usually
negative and always had absolute value <0.5 (mean,
–0.1638; range, –0.4690 to +0.2185).Although there is
some scatter in these values, there is no systematic
dependenceon velocityor subject.Factorsthat contribute
to this variability probably include uncertainty in the
measurement of psychophysical thresholds, and the
constraintsof the form [equation(16)]of Nevertheless,
the data clearly exclude a power c!near 1, as well as a
nonlinearitywhich is nearly symmetric (g near –1) and
nearly antisymmetric (g near 1). Rather, these findings
suggest that T may be thought of as partial rectification
with a fractional power law intensity–responsefunction,
and may be approximatedby
= max(0,pO’5). (17)
The analysis so far has not considered a stageL of early
linear filteringwhich precedes the posited nonlinearity
Although a detailed analysis requires knowledge of the
form of one can neverthelessunderstandthe effects of
linear preprocessing without knowledge of its form.
Since all spatiotemporalFourier componentsof have
the same temporal frequency, the temporal filtering
associated with L will simply produce an overall
amplitude change and phase shift, and thus not affect
on the calculationof directionalmotion energy and noise
energy. The effects of spatial filteringdue to L are likely
to be more significant. In the extreme situation that L
combines values from a large number of nearby pixels,
the filtered stimulus will have nearly Gaussian-distrib-
uted values, independent of position in the stimulus
cycle, and no model can extract the motion signal. More
generally, to the extent that L can be viewed as
combiningluminancevaluesfrom nearbypixels(whether
this combinationis additiveor subtractive),these nearby,
uncorrelatedpixelswill appear to be a sourceof noise.As
such, the “linearizing” effects (Spekreijse & Oosting,
1970)of this noise will diminishthe effectivenessof any
nonlinearity in extracting the non-Fourier motion.
Consequently,spatial filteringdue to L will tend to make
T appear more nearly linear. Modelswhich omit explicit
consideration of L thus will tend to underestimate the
nonlinearity That is, our estimates of u and g will be
biased towards 1.
E V d
n s
To remain tenable, the single-pathwayhypothesismust
account not only for direction-discriminationthresholds,
but also for other aspects of motion perception.The next
experiment asks whether Fourier and second-ordernon-
Fourier gratings of comparable contrast (Stone &
Thompson, 1992), spatial characteristics, and temporal
characteristicsare perceived as having the samevelocity,
and whether velocity discrimination thresholds for
NF VS F
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FIGURE8. Psychometricfunctionsfor pairwise velocity comparisons
between probe Fourier gratings of five velocities with standard non-
Fouriergratingsof fivevelocities, each in the range 2-4 deg/sec. Each
was presented at a contrast equal to 10 times its detection threshold
(0.041for the Fourier grating, and 0.106for the non-Fouriergrating).
All 25 comparisonswere randomly intermixed. Subject: RW.
Fourier and non-Fourier gratings can be accounted for
by a single pathway.
Three subjects (MC, NW and RW) participated in this
series of experiments. In the first set of experiments,
subjectscompared Fourier and second-ordernon-Fourier
(P2) gratings at a nominal spatial frequency of 1 c/deg
[ = 1 in Eq. (12)]. For this experiment, stimuli
were presented at a contrast equal to 10 times the
subject’sdetection threshold for the non-Fouriergrating.
In each trial, subjectswere asked to compare the velocity
of two stimuli: a “standard”and a “probe.” The 25 kinds
of trials (standard and probe stimulipresented at each of
five velocities ranging from 2.0 to 4.0 deg/see) were
presented in random order, and responseswere accumu-
lated across 18 of these blocks.
Figure 8 illustratesvelocity comparison data obtained
from subject RW. The fraction of times that the probe
(Fourier) stimuluswas judged faster than standard (non-
Fourier) stimulus, f a sigmoidal function of the
velocityratio, The velocity ratio at which the probewas
judged faster exactly half of the time indicates the point
of subjectively equal velocities, and the slope of the
psychometric function indicates the uncertainty of the
velocity comparisons—i.e.,the range of probe velocities
that is accepted as approximatelyequal to the standard.
These data were fittedto a cumulativenormalprobability
distributionby a least-squaresmethod:
In this equation, b is the judgment bias: it is the velocity
ratio at which subjectivelyequalvelocitieswere reported.
The uncertaintyis expressedby cr,and is essentiallya just
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FIGURE 9. Psychometric functions (fraction of presentationsin which the probe velocity is judged to be faster) for pairwise
velocity comparisonsbetween probe gratings of five velocities and standard gratings of frve velocities, each in the range 2–
4deg/sec. (A) Comparison of Fourier gratings. (B) Comparison of non-Fourier gratings. (C) Comparison of non-Fourier
(standard) and Fourier (probe) gratingy data replottedfrom Fig. 8. Contrasts as in Fig. 8. Subject:RW.
noticeable difference for the log velocity ratio. At a log
velocity ratio ofO.47rr,75% ofjudgments wiIlbe correct.
As the standardvelocity increasesparametricallyfrom
2.0 to 4.0 deg/see, the subjectively equal probe velocity
also increases, as is indicated by a rightward shift of the
psychometricfunctions.Fitting all of the data to Eq. (18)
reveals that there is no significantdeviation of the bias
ratio b from 1 (b = 1.041, log b = 0.040).
Figure 9 presents F vs F, NF vs NF, and NF vs F
velocity comparisons for this subject as contour maps.
These maps reveal an unexpecteddifferencebetween the
heterogeneous judgments (NF vs F) and the homoge-
neous judgments (F vs F and NF vs NF). If velocity
judgments depended only on velocity ratio, then the
contour lines (which represent constant frequency of
judging the probe to be faster) would all have a slope of
45 deg (lines of constantvelocity ratio). This expectation
is met for F vs F judgments [Fig. 9(A)] and NF vs NF
judgments [Fig. 9(B)]. However, for NF vs F judgments,
the contour lines tend more towards the vertical,
indicating that the velocity of the Fourier grating (the
probe) is a more important determinant of the subject’s
responsethan the velocity of the non-Fouriergrating (the
standard).Additionally,the uncertaintyo was greater for
the NF vs F condition (o = 0.18) than for the F vs F
condition (o = 0.07) or the NF vs NF condition
(cr= 0.13). Subject NW, who had a velocity bias ratio
b slightly less than 1 0.970, log b = –0.030), also
showed a tilt of the contour lines towards vertical. The
same pattern was seen for subjectMC, for whom the bias
ratio was essentially 1 = 0.983, log b = –0.017).
Thus, even though there is no bias in comparisonsof
velocity of Fourier and non-Fouriergratings, subjectsdo
appear to rely more heavily on the velocity of the Fourier
grating in judging which is faster. Furthermore, there
appears to be greater uncertainty in the judgment of the
velocity of a non-Fouriergrating than in the judgment of
the velocity of a comparableFourier grating (Table 1).
E j
The above findingsof subjectivelyequal velocities for
F and NF gratingsare consistentwith those of Ledgeway
& Smith (1995a), but appear inconsistentwith a single-
pathway scheme because of the difference in Weber
fractions and the “tilt” of the contour lines of subjective
equality [Fig. 9(C)]. However, a further test is required.
This is because the nonlinear transformation when
applied to a non-Fourier motion stimulus such as P2,
yieldsnot only a drifting luminancegrating but also non-
directional energy (“noise”). Such non-directionalcom-
ponents in the autocorrelationare produced by the action
of a local nonlinearity on any non-Fourier motion
stimulus, and not just the stimuli used in these studies.
However, this noise is not present when T acts on a
Fouriergrating.The next experimentdetermineswhether
TABLE 1. Summaryof velocity comparisonsand velocity discrimina-
tion for Fourier and non-Fouriergratings
Apparent velocity
Grating A Grating B ratio (A/B) Weber fraction
F F 1.005 0.17
NF NF 1.008 0.26
F NF 1.005 0.35
F F, low contrast 1.096 0.16
F, equivalent F, equivalent 1.003 0.24
F F, equivalent 0.949 0.26
Results are averages across three subjects.
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FIGURE 10. Psychometric functions (fraction of presentations in
which the probe velocity is judged to be faster) for pairwise velocity
comparisons between Fourier gratings of five velocities (probe) with
“equivalent Fourier” gratings of five velocities (standard), each in the
range 2-4 deg/sec. For details on the construction of the “equivalent
Fourier” grating Feq,see text. Subject: RW.
the apparent difference between the processing of a
Fourier and a non-Fourier grating could be due to the
“noise” inherent in a non-Fouriergrating.
To test this possibility, we generated an “equivalent
Fourier stimulus” Feq,consisting of a standard Fourier
grating and superimposed dynamic noise. The grating
amplitude and noise amplitude in F.q were uniquely
determined by the joint constraints that T(F.~)and T(P2)
had identical Fourier motion signals, and identical noise
power. For this calculation, was taken to be the NF
grating of Experiment3, and the nonlinearityTwas given
by Eq. (17), as suggestedby the results of Experiment2.
Figure 10 shows the results of F.q vs F velocity
judgments in a 5 x 5 design for subject RW. The main
features of the NF vs F judgments are reproduced: there
is no bias in velocity judgments (b = 0.986, log b =
–0.014), but the velocity of the F grating is weighted
more strongly, as indicated by a tilt of the contour lines
towardsvertical. Furthermore,velocityjudgmentsfor F.~
vs F.q were characterizedby an uncertaintya of 0.14 that
was greater than that for F vs Fjudgments (o = 0.07),but
comparable to that for the NF vs NF judgments
(0= 0.13).
Results from Experiments 3 and 4 are summarized in
Table 1. Apparent velocity ratios (derived from b) and
Weber fractions (0.470, corresponding to the 75%-
correct point) are averaged across subjects. There is no
(<l%) subjective difference in the apparent velocity of
Fourier and non-Fourier gratings equated for visibility.
However, velocity comparisons have a greater uncer-
tainty for the NF vs NF comparison than for the F vs F
comparison,and a still greateruncertaintyfor the NF vs F
comparison. These findings, which might appear to
indicate that a separate pathway processes the NF
grating, are also seen when the NF grating is replaced
by an “equivalent” F grating in noise, Feq. The
uncertainty in the F vs F.q comparison is not quite as
large as in the NF vs F comparison. While this might
indicate a need for a second pathway, it might also
merely indicate errors in the estimation of
D
We defined an nth-order motion stimulus as one in
which the underlying unidirectional motion is revealed
only by an initial nonlinearityof formal order at least
and showed how these stimuli may be constructed. For
n = 2, 3 and 4, the constructed stimuli (P2, P3 and P4)
generated the perception of unidirectional motion. We
determined contrast thresholds for motion detection for
these stimuli alone and in the presence of added noise.
We showed that these thresholds were consistent with
each other and with measured thresholds for Fourier
gratings, provided that the nonlinearity T preceding
standard motion analysis was asymmetric and compres-
sive. We identified differences in the perception of
Fourier and second-order non-Fourier gratings of com-
parable spatial and temporal structure, and showed that
velocity perception for non-Fourier gratings could be
mimickedby a Fouriergratingwith addednoise, in which
the amplitudes of the grating and noise were calculated
from the nonlinearity
It is now well-established that certain visual stimuli
which lack directional motion energy are perceived as
moving. The accepted working model for this phenom-
enon (e.g., Chubb & Sperling, 1989), as diagramed by
the scheme, is that of a nonlinearpreprocessor,followed
by standard motion analysis. However, the nature of the
nonlinearity,the extent to which pathwayswhich process
non-Fourier motion are distinct from pathways which
process Fourier motion, and the number of distinct non-
Fourier pathways, are as yet unclear. We discuss our
work with attention to these issues.
n
In general, non-Fourier motion stimuli will reveal
unambiguous motion if they are subject to a stage of
nonlinear processing prior to standard motion analysis.
This nonlinear processing is not the very first stage of
computation:prior linear spatial and/or temporal filtering
is required (Chubb & Sperling, 1989). For most non-
Fourier stimuli, the nature of the nonlinearity is not
critical, as long as it is at least partially eliminates
cancellation of negative and positive contrasts. Thus,
quadratic (Emerson a 1992; Lu & Sperling, 1995a),
linear (Chubb & Sperling,1989;Victor& Conte, 1992b),
and other power laws (u = 0.73) (Anderson 1991)
have been proposed for the initial local nonlinearity.
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Since full-wave and half-wave rectifiers differ only by a
linear filter (i.e., a half-wave rectifier function can be
synthesized by T(p) = (p + lpl)/2),it may be difficult to
distinguishbetween these possibilitiesin the presence of
linear spatiotemporal preprocessing. However, our re-
sults imply a non-integer exponent u for the contrast-
scalingbehaviorof with a power near 0.5 providingthe
best account of the data. Furthermore, if T were
symmetric, then there would be a smaller difference in
thresholds for and P4 than what we found.
Our method for identifying T only an approximate
one and is based on an assumed functional form. We
cannot be confidentof the shape of the low-contrast
range (e.g., below 0.01). While there are undoubtedly
other functional forms for T that would provide a
satisfactory fit, the major features of our results imply
that any such T would necessarily be both compressive
and asymmetric.
Our model has a frank asymmetry: as proposed,
increments and decrements of equal magnitude do not
have the same effect on the output of the nonlinearity
However, our data are consistentwith the possibilitythat
two pathways of the form exist [equation(10)], one with
the proposed and one with its mirror-image
T(x) = provided that each of these signals is
processed separately (Watt & Morgan, 1985).
Recently it has been proposed(Fleet& Langley, 1994)
that non-Fourier motion can be thought of in terms of
extractionof oriented lines or planes in the spatiotempor-
al Fourier transform of the stimuluswhich need not pass
through the origin. However, this is inconsistentwith our
findingsthat the stimuliP3 and PAhave an unambiguous
direction. The extraction of oriented (but perhaps
displaced) lines or planes in Fourier space is tantamount
to a purely quadratic nonlinearity preceding standard
motion analysis (extraction of oriented undisplacedlines
or planes). This is because a quadratic nonlinearity
applied to the stimulus merely convolves the Fourier
domain representationof the stimuluswith itself. Thus, a
slanted line which does not pass through the origin, once
convolvedwith itself, generates a longer line, at the same
slope, which does pass through the origin—and thus,
could be detected by standard motion analysis. Con-
versely, motion mechanisms which extract sloping lines
in Fourier space will identify motion in any stimulus
whose convolution with itself contains a sloping line
through the origin. However, the Fourier representations
of and P4 do not contain any such sloping lines—this
is equivalentto the statementthat they require preproces-
sing by a nonlinearity of formal order higher than 2 to
bring out motion by standard motion analysis. Thus,
while the latent motion in P3 and P4 is essentiallythat of
an envelope, this envelope is not manifest by sloping
lines in Fourier space. Similarly, while dynamic occlu-
sion typically results in the generation of non-Fourier
motion signals (Fleet & Langley, 1994; k
Albright, 1995), not all non-Fourier motion stimuli (for
example, P3 and Pd) correspond to dynamic occlusion.
Plaid stimuli, which consist of two superimposed
gratings moving in nonparallel directions, are perceived
over a wide range of experimentalconditionsas a single
coherent image, whose velocity is the unique velocity
consistent with coherent motion of the plaid—the so-
called intersection-of-constraints(IOC) velocity (Adel-
son & Movshon, 1982). Human observers’ perceptions
correspond only approximately to the IOC velocity
(Stone, 1990; Yo & Wilson, 1992; Kim & Wilson,
1993). Heeger and coworkers (Heeger, 1987; Heeger &
Simoncelli, 1995) have proposed detailed implementa-
tions of standard motion analysisbased on a geometrical
view of the stimulusrepresentationin Fourier space, and
severalinvestigators(Movshon a 1985;Wilson a
1992) have suggested biological implementations of
motion analysis. These models provide a reasonable
account of a broad range of psychophysicalphenomena.
These models generally do not include an early
nonlinearity,but it is straightforward to understand the
effects that such a nonlinearity will have. As described
above, extraction of velocity from a two-dimensional
stimulus amounts to determination of a plane in
spatiotemporal Fourier space which contains the bulk
of its motion energy. The IOC calculation yields the
unique plane which contains the two vectors that
correspond to the Fourier transforms of the gratings that
constitute the plaid. The effect of a nonlinearity is to
generate additional spatiotemporalFourier components,
which are sums and differences of the spatiotemporal
frequencies that correspond to the original gratings.
However, these new Fourier components are linear
combinations of the two components of the plaid, and
thereforelie in the same plane as the Fouriercomponents
of the. original stimulus. Thus, they do not alter the
constraints available to the IOC calculation. This is
somewhat surprising, in that one might have expected
that the presence or absence of a local nonlinearity (e.g.,
the extraction of “blobs” from crossed gratings) might
make a differencein the informationavailablefor motion
analysis.
Because non-Fourier pathway(s) do not generate any
new constraints, this analysis does not reveal whether
they have any role in the processing of plaid motion.
However, the work of Derrington and coworkers
(Derrington & Badcock, 1992; Derrington a 1992)
provides clear evidence in this regard. They used two-
dimensionalplaid stimuliin which the componentmotion
was defined only by nrm-Fourier signals. These non-
Fourier signalscombinedto providea coherentmotion of
the plaid, in a manner similar to the combination of
Fourier component motion signals in standard plaids.
This is consistentwith the idea that the nonlinearity that
extracts non-Fourier motion occurs early in visual
processing. On the other hand, the main determinants
of whether gratings cohere, or moving stimuli appear to
be rigid, appear to be higher-levelinfluences(Nakayama
& Silverman,1985;Krauskopf& Farell, 1990;Shiffrar&
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Pavel, 1991; Kooi 1992), rather than their Fourier
or non-Fouriercontent as such.
p n
We have provided a quantitative account for the
thresholdsfor the detection of motion direction in in
terms of a single nonlinear pathway that processes both
Fourier and non-Fouriermotion.Furthermore,this model
accounts for the observation that velocity judgments for
non-Fourier stimuli are veridical, but associated with a
greater uncertainty. Adaptation and sensitivity studies
provide independentpsychophysicalevidence that Four-
ier and non-Fourierpathways are processed by the same
mechanism (Turano & Pantle, 1989; Turano, 1991;
Ledgeway & Smith, 1995b), and this view is also in
accord with direct physiological evidence (Albright,
1992). As in models for standard motion perception
(e.g., Heeger & Simoncelli, 1995),we postulate that the
basic computationalunit is present at many spatial scales
(and retinal eccentricities).Furthermore,althoughwe did
not examinethis issuehere, the effectivebalanceof linear
and nonlinear contributions [i.e., the parameter in Eq.
(17)] may well vary at the extremes of spatial scale—for
example, as the envelope spatial frequency becomes
higher, the relativecontributionof nonlinearitiesmightbe
expectedto decrease,simplybecauseof opticalandrecep-
toral factors limitingthe sensitivityof nonlinearsubunits.
Most workers have concluded that Fourier and non-
Fourier motion signals must be processed by separate
pathways (e.g., Chubb & Sperling, 1989; Boulton &
Baker, 1993a,b;Mather & Tunley, 1995;Lu & Sperling,
1995a). The specific functional form for the initial
nonlinear stage that we postulate has implications, not
all of which are obvious, for the way that Fourier and
non-Fourier signals are processed and interact. We
therefore re-examinemany of these studies, to determine
towhatextenttheyareconsistentwitha one-pathwaymodel.
There is ample evidence that the perception of motion
in displays in which componentsmove in large discrete
steps is extractedby a pathwaywhich is distinctfrom that
which processes short-range motion (Braddick, 1974,
1980). Importantly, this long-range vs short-range
distinction was identified in displays in which motion
correspondence is driven by untransformed luminance
(Fourier) signals. Motion driven by texture elements,
depth, and “features” also appears to be processed by a
pathway distinct from the pathway which processes
short-range luminance-drivenmotion, on the basis of its
slower dynamics, spatial coarseness, binocularity, and
attentional modulation (Anstis, 1980; Braddick, 1980;
Cavanagh, 1992; Lu & Sperling, 1995a,b).We too have
found that stimuli constructed to contain textural tokens
but balanced for features that could be extracted by a
single nonlinear preprocessing stage generate a qualita-
tively different motion signal (Victor & Conte, 1990),
which is substantially slower than processing of lumi-
nance-defined motion stimuli. Additionally, a single-
intensity-based nonlinearity cannot account for interac-
tions between color and motion, such as the apparent
slowing of motion in near-isoluminant displays (Cava-
nagh 1984), the role of color in transparency
(Krauskopf& Farell, 1990;Kooi 1992),or the role
of color correspondence in disambiguation of motion
(Papathomas a 1991). Motion based on more local
motion tokens (Zanker, 1993) also likely represents a
kind of feature-basedmotion,but it is worth pointing out
that some of “theta-motion”can indeed be extractedby a
computation of the form [equation (10)], provided that
the initial linear filter contains spatial and temporal
components and the nonlinearity is not simply second-
order.
Recognizing that motion based on feature extraction
and long-range steps is processed separately, we there-
fore restrict our attention to perception of motion in
achromatic stimuli presented continuously or in frame-
by-frame displays with brief interframe intervals and
short interframe displacements. Even within this re-
stricteddomain, there are many claims that two (or more)
kinds of motion pathways are required to account for
experimentaldata. These pathways are considered to be
intrinsicallydifferent (i.e., distinguishedby the presence
of, or nature of, the nonlinear preprocessor), and not
simply differentin spatial scale. If the initialnonlinearity
in the non-Fourier pathway (or pathways) were well-
modeled by a quadratic transformation,then it would be
relatively straightforward to determine whether this
pathway existed in parallel to standard motion analysis.
A more complex initial nonlinearity of the sort that we
propose necessarily mixes linear and nonlinear compo-
nents, because of its asymmetry. Furthermore, because
the nonlinearityis not simplya quadraticone, it produces
higher harmonics, and these may have non-intuitive
effects. For both of these reasons, it is necessary to re-
examinepreviouslines of evidence that appear to require
multiple short-range motion pathways. Fundamentally,
our claimof a singlekind of pathwaycan never be proven
by psychophysicalor physiologicmeans; it can only be
supported by parsimony and a lack of evidence to the
contrary.
s
Chubb and Sperling’s (1989) study of visual displays
with conflictingFourier and non-Fouriermotion compo-
nents provided some of the early evidence for separation
of these two pathways. They found that such displays
appear to have motion in the non-Fourier direction on
close viewing, but in the Fourier direction when viewed
from a greater distance. The shift from predominantly
nonlinear preprocessing at short viewing distances to
predominantlylinear preprocessingat large distances is,
however, consistent with a single initial filter with both
linear and nonlinear components. Consider a receptive
field element which subtends a fixed visual angle and
whose nonlinearnature consistsof partial rectificationof
the form [equation(16)], At shortviewing distances, this
receptive field element might encompass only a single
stimulus pixel, and thus its nonlinear nature would be
directly manifest in its output. However, at longer
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viewing distances, it would subtend multiple stimulus
pixels, many of which would be uncorrelated. These
uncorrelated pixels would act as a source of noise, and
thus reduce the apparent effects of the nonlinearity, as
discussed above in connectionwith the effects of spatial
summationon the estimateof That is, a singlepathway
with linear filteringfollowedby a nonlinearitycan appear
to be roughly linear for high stimulus densities, but
highly nonlinear for low stimulus densities.
The nature of the “r” stimulus used by Chubb &
Sperling (1989) suggests that there is at least partial full-
wave rectificationin the initial nonlinearity;i.e., that the
nonlinearity is of the form [equation (16)] with a
somewhat negative value of g. Although we have used
g =0, thisestimatewas derived from an assumptionthat
there was no spatial filteringprior to the initial nonlinear
stage. As we have pointed out, unmodelled spatial
pooling prior to the nonlinearity biases the estimate of
the form of P towards linearity. Thus, our data are
consistent with spatial pooling along with a somewhat
negative value for g.
E m d
Boulton & Baker (1993a,b) examined the maximum
displacement for apparent motion (D~.X)for two-frame
displays composed of Gabor micropatterns.They found
that under conditions of high micropattern density or
brief interstimulus intervals, psychophysical perfor-
mance was consistent with the Fourier components of
the stimulus,but under conditionsof low densityin space
or time, performancewas best explainedon the basis of a
second,highly nonlinear,mechanism.This argumentthat
the change in the apparent nature of processing with
spatial scale implies separation of motion pathways for
Fourier and non-Fouriermotion is akin to that of Chubb
& Sperling (1989), and again overlooks the expected
behavior (apparent linearization) of a nonlinear filter
confronted with multiple uncorrelated inputs.
E r k
Mather & Tunley (1995) used a clever random-dot
kinematogram display to examine characteristics of
motion processing. Even though their stimuli contained
directional motion energy without a nonlinear prepro-
cessor, they showed that rectification was required to
account for the robust perception of motion despite
contrast inversion. They posited that first-order motion
was processed by a half-wave rectifying pathway, and
argued that a separate full-wave rectifying pathway was
required to prevent intrusion of reversed-phi motion.
However, this second conclusion was based on an
assumption that direction judgments were based on
motion energy at low spatiotemporal frequencies (their
Fig. 6); without this assumption,half-wave rectification
would suffice. Furthermore, their argument does not
exclude a single pathway based on an asymmetric full-
wave rectifier. This is provided by the form [equation
(16)] with a somewhat negative value of g, and is
s I
x
+
s H
FIGURE 11.A diagram of stimuli used in the “transition-invariance”
technique (Werkhovenet a 1993).
consistent with our findings, provided that spatial
summation is included in the preprocessingstage.
E i a
“Transition-invariance”is a powerful techniquedevel-
oped by Chubb and coworkers (Werkhoven 1993)
to determine whether a single class of detectors can
account for detection of motion in apparent-motion
stimuli. This approach is based on the apparent motion
stimuliwhose space–timediagramsare shown in Fig. 11.
In each stimulus, there is the possibility to see apparent
motion to the right or to the left. The observer adjusts
some parameter of the token A until motion appears
ambiguous. In stimulus I, this equates the apparent
strengthof the homogeneousmotion path A~A~A--+A
+.., with that of the heterogeneous motion path
B~A-+.B-+A~...; in stimulus II, this equates the
apparent strength of the homogeneous motion path
B-+.B~B~Ba... with that of the heterogeneousmotion
path A~B-+AeB~.... If motion balance is achieved at
the same parameter setting for token A, then A and B are
said to obey “transitioninvariance”.
Assuming that standard motion analysis is character-
ized by crosscorrelation, motion balance in stimulus I
impliesthat T(A)T(A)= T(B)T(A), and thus T(A) = T(B).
This implies that = T(A)T(B), which in turn
impliesthat motionbalance is presentin stimulusII. Thus
it would seem that in any single-pathway model,
transition-invariance must hold. However, subtle but
definiteviolations of transition-invariancefor stimuli of
the sort shown in Fig. 11 have been found (McGowan &
Chubb, 1995; Papathomas a 1995). This would
appear to indicate that perceived motion in first- and
second-order stimuli could not be accounted for by a
single pathway.
There are, however, several problems with this
argument. One problem is that it may not be valid to
assumethat processingat each successivetime interval is
independent. Since spatiotemporal filtering (at the very
least, in the outer retina) necessarily precedes any
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nonlinearity,the local response the alternateABABAB
rows will not be identical in the stimuli—inone case,
it followsa of As; in the other, it followsa row of Bs.
A related issue is that the two displays differ in overall
spatiotemporal frequency content: the spatiotemporal
frequencycontentof stimulusI is dominatedby that of A,
and the spatiotemporalfrequencycontentof stimulusII is
dominatedby that of B. As indicatedbelow, the processes
by which motion information is integrated across
different spatiotemporalfrequencies are not as yet clear,
and thus, differences in the overall spatiotemporal
frequency content could contribute to differences in the
equivalencepoints.
Yet a third, and perhapsmost interesting,problemwith
this argument is raised by the work of Chubb & Darcy
(1995). At the “standard motion analysis” stage,
signals (say a and b) derived by sampling the inputs
points separated in space and time are compared by a
cross-correlator In motion analysis based on a
Reichardt (1961) model or any of its computational
equivalents (e.g., van Santen & Sperling, 1984), this
cross-correlator is assumed to be strict multiplication:
C b Chubb & Darcy (1995) point out that
motion signals will be generated even if this cross-
correlator need not strictly be multiplication, and have
devised a psychophysical approach investigate C
directly based on two-frame displays. This investigation
revealed that C is not symmetric, and furthermore, the
symmetric component of C is not even multiplicative.
Additionally, there is some recent direct physiological
evidence (Kontsevich & Ferster, 1995) that the neural
implementationof the Reichardt detector may indeed be
characterized by an asymmetric cross-correlator.These
deviations permit violations of transition-invariance,
even in a one-pathway model. Suppose that a represents
the resultof the initialnonlinearityactingon tokenA, and
b represents the result of the initialnonlinearityacting on
token B. The conditionfor motionbalance in stimulusI is
= + The condition for motion
balance in stimulusII is = + If C
were simply a product, then either equationwould imply
that a = and hence, that the other equationheld as well.
But as Chubb & Darcy (1995)have shown,C has a more
general form, and probably includes terms such
With these terms, neither motion-balance condition
necessarily implies that a = and neither motion-
balance conditionnecessarily implies the other one. This
allows violation of transition-invariance within the
context of a single-pathwaymodel.
E s n
d
Lu & Sperling (1995a, b) identified three motion
systems: a first-order motion system (standard motion
analysis), a second-order motion system (nonlinear
preprocessing followed by standard motion analysis),
and a “third-order” system (feature-tracking). The
second-order system shared many of the attributes that
served to distinguish the first-order system from the
feature-tracking system, including rapid dynamics, high
sensitivity,monocularity,and resistance to pedestals.The
main evidence that the first-order and the second-order
systemswere not identical comes from an experiment in
which they examined direction judgments for super-
imposedFourierand non-Fouriergratingsas a functionof
relative spatial phase (their Experiment 4). They argued
that if such judgments were mediated by a single
combined pathway, then there should be a dependence
of psychophysical performance on relative phase. (For
example, standard drifting gratings, when super-
imposed in antiphase, generate a spatially uniform
display and thus no motion signal.) Since only a small
phase dependencewas observed,they reasoned that these
two pathways are independent.
We have simulated this experiment with an initial
nonlinearity corresponding to Eq. (17). For a stimulus
consisting of a superimposed Fourier and non-Fourier
grating in which the envelope spatiotemporalfrequency
of the non-Fourier grating matches the spatiotemporal
frequencyof the Fouriergrating,motionenergy varies by
16% (average fractional deviation) with relative spatial
phase [corresponding to Lu & Sperling, 1995a; Fig.
IO(a,b)]. When the envelope spatiotemporal frequency
of the non-Fourier grating is that of the Fourier
grating, motion energy varies by 7% (average fractional
deviation) with relative spatial phase [corresponding
Lu & Sperling, 1995a; Fig. 1O(C,d)]. While the
simulations indeed reveal that there is a dependence on
relativephase, this dependenceis surprisinglysmall. The
unexpectedly small size of the phase dependence is a
consequenceof the natureof the nonlinearitywe propose.
In contrast,a full-waverectifierleads to phase-dependent
interactionsof 24% (NF grating whose envelope spatial
frequency is equal to that of the F grating) and 43% (NF
grating whose envelopespatial frequency is twice that of
the F grating).A purely quadraticnonlinearitywould lead
to phase-dependentinteractionsof and 5870in these
two cases.
These simulations thus indicate that an asymmetric
power-law rectifier is consistent with the small phase
dependence observed by Lu & Sperling (1995a). Not
only is the expected phase dependenceof motion energy
small, but also there are two other factors which further
reduce the likelihood that it would have been observed
psychophysically. The authors measured fraction of
correct judgments, not motion energy, and the measure-
ments were made in the range of 85–95%-correct
performance. In this range, the fraction correct is likely
to be a compressive function of motion energy.
Furthermore, the Fourier and non-Fourier gratings were
presented in alternate rows of the raster display; this
spatial separation would reduce interactions among the
two kinds of gratings simply because they might tend to
stimulate separate detectors.
n g
e
Although many investigators have embraced the
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concept that non-Fourier gratings are processed by a
pathway in which a preliminary nonlinearity precedes
standard motion analysis, they have often assumed that
one can investigate the relationship of these two
pathways by asking whether the non-Fourier grating is
equivalent, in some sense, to the envelope that is
extracted by the nonlinearity (e.g., Albright, 1992;
Solomon & Sperling, 1994; Ledgeway & Smith,
1995a).The problem with this approach is that an initial
nonlinearity will not only generate the envelope, but it
will also generate other spatiotemporal frequencies—
particularly if the nonlinearity has higher-order compo-
nents, such as the form [equation (17)]. Many of these
additional Fourier components will not contain motion
information, and thus behave like a mask. That is, a
single-pathwaymodel does not predict that a non-Fourier
grating will behave in the same way as its envelope,but
rather, that a non-Fouriergrating will behave in the same
way as a Fourier grating plus a noise mask, providedthat
these stimuli, after nonlinear preprocessing, have the
same spatiotemporalspectra.
In Experiment4, we have shownthat explicit inclusion
of this mask can account for much of the apparent
difference between the perception of a non-Fourier
stimulus and the perception of its Fourier envelope. We
were able to construct this “equivalent”stimulusbecause
the stimulusP2 has a simple structure and we assumed a
definite form for the nonlinearity.For other non-Fourier
stimuli (Chubb & Sperling, 1988; Petersik, 1995), the
effective mask may be complex in spatiotemporal
structure, and it may or may not be possible to create
“equivalent” stimuli which contain Fourier motion, yet
provide the same spatiotemporal components following
nonlinear transformation.Furthermore,in experimentsin
which the non-Fourier grating is presented along with a
Fourier grating, the additional spatiotemporal compo-
nents generated by the nonlinearity will depend on the
Fourier grating as well. Finally, interpretation of
responses to Fourier motion stimuli necessarily entail
consideration of the additional spatiotemporal compo-
nents generated by the nonlinearities involved in the
processing of non-Fourier motion.
Because of these complications, dissection of Fourier
and non-Fourier stimuli requires a thorough under-
standing of how the visual system integrates motion
energy across spatial frequencies (Ramachandran &
Anstis, 1983; Zhang et a 1993; Nishida et 1995;
Smith & Derrington, 1995), how contrast is used
(Thompson, 1982; Stone a 1990; Stone & Thomp-
son, 1992; Castet 1993), and how ambiguous
stimuliwith complex spectra are interpreted as coherent,
transparent,(Adelson & Movshon,1982;Movshon a
1985;Ferrera & Wilson, 1990;Stoner a 1990;Stoner
& Albright, 1992;Victor & Conte, 1992a;Wilson et
1992; Kim & Wilson, 1993; Wilson & Kim, 1994) or
non-rigid (Shiffrar & Pavel, 1991;Yo & Wilson, 1992).
These considerations,which are largely independent of
whether separateFourierand non-Fourierpathwaysexist,
make it problematic to interpret superposition experi-
ments as straightforward evidence for the presence of
multiple short-range motion pathways (Solomon &
Sperling, 1994).
Given these complexities, it is reasonable to wonder
whether motion analysis,which entails complex interac-
tions across spatial and temporal frequencies,would take
a simpler form if analyzed in the spatiotemporaldomain
rather than in the Fourier domain. Many workers (e.g.,
Fennema& Thompson,1979;Sobey & Srinivasan,1991;
Heeger & Simoncelli, 1995) have taken the alternative
view, and proposed models for motion processingbased
on the extractionof a local spatiotemporalgradient.Such
models will necessarily entail interactions across spatial
frequencies. Johnston and Clifford have elaborated this
view, and have shown that a unified model of this
sort correctly predicts a variety of apparent motion
illusions (Johnston & Clifford, 1995a) as well as some
aspects of interactions between contrast and perceived
velocity (Johnston & Clifford, 1995b). Furthermore,
their model (Johnston & Clifford, 1995b) includes
rectification at the front end, which is introduced to
improve performance for luminance grating stimuli and
for contrast-modulated gratings alike. Our work is
consistent with this kind of model, provided that the
rectification is not a simple square-law device. Most
likely, the form of the rectification is not critical to its
purpose. Additionally,we echo Johnston and Clifford’s
view (1995b) that the requirement for multiple motion
mechanisms (Kim & Wilson, 1993; Chubb & Sperling,
1988, 1989; McGowan & Chubb, 1995; Solomon &
Sperling, 1994) at multiple spatial scales engenders the
problem of how these multiple signals are then
integrated.
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